bringing music to LIFE
The Steinway Spirio is the first high resolution player piano worthy of the Steinway & Sons name. A masterpiece of artistry and engineering, Spirio conveys the passion and humanity of live music, connecting listener and artist as only the world’s best piano can.
Craft and Passion

Steinway craftspeople seamlessly install Spirio at the time of the piano's manufacture, ensuring no alteration in the exterior beauty or performance you expect from Steinway & Sons.
With the touch of an iPad®, spirio brings your steinway to life. Hundreds of performances from the world’s greatest steinway Artists invite you to enjoy exquisite piano music, live in your home. spirio unlocks the furthest reaches of your steinway’s expression, regardless of your playing ability.

Spirio is compatible with Apple iPad. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and in other countries.
The Steinway & Sons Spirio reveals the subtlety and passion of an artist’s original performance. Soft trills, delicate pedaling, and thundering fortissimos present no difficulty for Spirio and are reproduced with unparalleled accuracy. The result is a precise revelation of the pianist’s entire range of motion and emotion.
**captured WITH SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY**

SPIRIO's high resolution playback system uses proprietary software to measure hammer velocity (up to 1020 dynamic levels at a rate of up to 800 samples per second) and proportional pedaling, for both the damper pedal and soft pedal (up to 256 pedal positions at a rate of up to 100 samples per second).
The SPIRIO music library, with performances captured at the STEINWAY Studios, is regularly and automatically updated to the in-app listings as they become available—ready to enjoy in your home. The library features everything from Bach to Irving Berlin to Billy Joel.
Through the use of proprietary audio translation software, the Steinway & Sons Spirio library also includes performances by such Steinway immortals as Glenn Gould, Duke Ellington, and Sergei Rachmaninoff, musicians forever etched in memory whose music came to life on a Steinway.
SPIRIO opens your STEINWAY’s rich color palette and resonance, revealing the true essence, nuance, and soulfulness of a live performance, and inviting you and your loved ones to enjoy life’s great musical moments.

in the richest COLORS
Playlists, themes, and genres curated by Steinway & Sons draw upon Steinway’s renowned musical expertise to create the perfect mood for any occasion. An integrated volume control permits fine adjustment of the piano’s playback intensity from brilliant concert-level to subdued salon, taking advantage of Spirio’s whisper-soft capabilities.
STEINWAY & SONS SPIRIO MODELS

NORTH AMERICA

Model M
LENGTH 5’7” (170 CM)
WIDTH 57 3/4” (147 CM)
WEIGHT 606 LBS (275 KG)

Model B
LENGTH 6’10 1/2” (211 CM)
WIDTH 58” (148 CM)
WEIGHT 760 LBS (345 KG)

EUROPE AND ASIA

Model O
LENGTH 5’10 3/4” (180 CM)
WIDTH 57 3/4” (147 CM)
WEIGHT 616 LBS (280 KG)

Model B
LENGTH 6’10 1/2” (211 CM)
WIDTH 58” (148 CM)
WEIGHT 760 LBS (345 KG)
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT WWW.STEINWAY.COM/SPRIO

STEINWAY, STEINWAY & SONS, AND THE LYRE DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, AND SPIRIO IS A TRADEMARK, OF STEINWAY, INC.